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Aldenham Data Update
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e research site is situated in
North West London on

outcropping London Clay.

he clay has a Plasticity Index
of between 50 – 55%.

e are instrumenting an Oak
and Willow tree, both of
which are mature and

probably in excess of 100
years old.

Both have developed a
persistent moisture deficit
hat extends throughout the

winter months.

he CRG, via their sponsors,
have provided a weather

ation. Aldenham supply data
o the Meteorological Office.

We hope to retain the site
into the future, delivering
eather and sensor data via

the web.

The academic team will
evelop their climate model
ased on data gathered and
ew technologies to assist in
e diagnosis and remediation
of subsidence damaged

houses.
ak Site

and instrumentation is agreed
nitially, but often changed
tallation. The neutron probe
when our plans had to be
avel strike at NP3.

ethurst from Southampton
tubes – see above. NP3 was
 to a dense gravel bed. NP1
ly after struggling through a

r updates and revisions. See
ion on how the installation
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Trees – Special Edition

 to everyone who contributed extracts from their database
We now have over 35,000 records, listing tree height,
d distance to damaged buildings.

plotted the rank order of risk, the height at which they
ost difficulties and the ‘height to distance to damage’
ever, the more we look, the less we see, but above is a
unt of damage in relation to species’ plot, with conifers
 at the head of the league table, and Oaks closely behind.
t has been taken of frequency of planting.

mes clear from the analysis is, tall, old trees don’t always
e greatest risk. From the sample, trees in the 7 – 12mtr tall
significantly more likely to be associated with damage if
species.

sponds with the view expressed by many arborist’s. Mature
t take up as much water as the younger, more vigorous
of the species. Proof if proof were needed. That said, it
pecies dependent as we see below. From the entire
 the Oak, Ash and Conifer are exceptions, and do pose a
reat with height.

population of public trees, the height range is 0 – 31mtrs
an of 7.6mtrs and a variance of 12.24. The private tree
 is in the range 0 – 39mtrs, with a mean of 7.7mtrs and a
f 15mtrs.

hat cause damage are a representative sample of the tree
 and we have to look to the standard deviation for a more
l comparison. The SDev for public trees is 3.88 and for
es, 3.49.

‘associated with claims’ database, the SDev = 5.6. In
there is little to distinguish trees that cause damage from
l population. In fact, proof that  ‘they take their victims as
hem’?
Tree Data
age height of a tree involved
 claim, irrespective of species,
d 9mtrs, and the average
to damage (see below) is

mple, 54% claims were caused
homeowners own tree. 29%
neighbours and only 13%

Local Authorities. The balance
ther unidentified, or in the
p of a utility or private Third

row slowly in the urban
ent and 100mm p.a. is probably
ge rate, although it varies with
nd location.

H/D
appear that ‘D’ – the distance
building – is only of passing

and adds little to our
ding of how cracks develop, or
nalyse risk.

ok at the examples above. The
 tree” ratio has been fixed, and
erent in each.

y (see following page) shows
ar the most relevant measure is
nce to the approximate line of
ropagation, which is usually
.2 x tree height.
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Problems with Distance

gested on the previous page, the distance between
trunk and the building isn’t the best way of

ing tree root influence and risk zones, although it
se a starting point.

 example where a long wall starts say 1mtr from
runk and cracks appear 4mtrs away. The H/D value
meaningless.

appear from our study that the real zone of root
 is best determined by measuring to the base of
 – this is the fulcrum of movement.

m the stiffness matrix, the building itself is almost
. Our research reveals the ‘danger zone’ to be
– 1.2 times the tree height, which we equate with
hery of the root system. The ERT modelling and
exercise at Aldenham should help us confirm or
is. It can be seen how using a H/D value could
 less than safe risk value.
THE ROOT DANGER ZONE

We have been engaged by Addressology
Limited to audit the subsidence risk model
against actual claims, and found it to be
predictive not only in the identification of
properties at risk, but also in locating the
area of damage in many cases.

See the example below. Very often (in all
cases but one) the area of damage is
coincident with the periphery of the root
zone. The model correctly identified that
No 91 (red dot) was at risk, but went
further, correctly predicting what the
engineer had said in his report that “there
was damage to the rear elevation and the
back addition of the house”.

This validates the root zone algorithm and
will be of use to insurers and adjusters as
a tool for triage in time of high claims.
The audit continues but the initial results
are very encouraging.

The model correctly entified the risk in
96% of the cases revie ed.
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The Aldenham
Willow

 willow occupies a gently sloping
 (around 5 degrees, sloping down
o the West boundary)  and the
trumentation is as shown, right.
vel stations 1 through to 10 (the
tum) are oriented 10 degrees off

the North point.

 have a treatment zone and will
inking boreholes and testing soils
 we are taking ERT readings every
onth. Because of the amount of
our required and the cost of the
sors and dataloggers etc., we will
have the array of TDR sensors and

neutron probes.

he soil plasticity index is in the
ge 42- 49% - slightly less than the

Oak site.

March 2006                        May 20
06
Boreholes    BH1     BH2       BH3          BH4
Oedometers
Suctions
SOILS TESTING

the soils investigations taken in May
 difference between the soil suctions

 paper) and the oedometer test using
es for both. This confirms the results

from the Oak site.
August 2006.
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ximum movement (downward)
d between May and June was
 at Station 20 (see plan).

nt was significantly more
ations 17 – 25 in general (to
t of the photograph below)
ore gradual and of less
de on the North facing array.

 Aldenham Oak
8mtrs tall and over 100 years

Jon Heuch has provided the
ons showing a lop-sided crown
loss of a branch at some time.

p line varies around the trunk.
nk is 915mm in diameter, and
he drip line is as shown.

GE OF TREES
 has a diameter of 91.5cmtrs.
e old ‘a year for every inch of
cumference’ idea suggests it
 just over 100 years old, and

ink it probably is. If the tree
own, we will count the rings!

ale – 0 – 14mm – precise 

1    2    3    4
Sc level monitoring data by SPPS
    5    6    7    8    9   10   17   18   19   20   21   22   23  24
August 2006.
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MODELLING GROUND
MOVEMENT

r audit of the ‘virtual investigation’
pplications like OSCAR and VISCAT

revealed the following.

he applications correctly predicted
tree root influence in 97% of the

sample.

he estimate of swell predicted –v-
culated from actual soils data were
agreement in the following bands …

0 - 10mm – 58% of cases
10 - 20mm – 13% of cases
20 - 30mm – 8% of cases

Of the balance (21%), 8% had an
ncorrectly placed Ko line (i.e. the

soils estimate was incorrect).

ecise levels provide a good bench-
ark but are not themselves without
roblems. Correlating the results of
he virtual application with precise
vels presents difficulties, not least
 which is the amount of movement
at has already taken place prior to
 onset of monitoring. Buildings can

subside by say 10 – 20mm prior to
racks appearing, and this reduces
ightly the use of precise levels as a

validation tool.

he other issue is the fact we rarely
ve soils data extracted and precise
evels taken at the same time and
e difference is to be expected in a

namic situation where movement is
taking place continually.

ven the properties of the items we
re trying to model (soils, trees and
mate) plus the general tendency for
adition estimates of swell to over-
stimate ground movement we see
ignificant benefits in these sort of
pplications and as ever, the more
ta we have, the more we can refine

the model.
SOIL TESTING

e actual soils data (blue line)  over-
estimate of swell due to incorrect
o line. Here, the modelling application
ser to the correct values if we made
justment. This also reflects the natural
timates based on soils data to over-
y.

DELLING ISSUES

lder than the property, are often
l. Where there is a persistent deficit
o be two outcomes. The soils data will
tions. The virtual models may under-
levelling will almost certainly under-
tial for heave.

model may find closer correlation to
s as the ground isn’t fully rehydrating

utine claims, where the trees are
 damaged structure it would seem that
a suitable alternative to costly
d with experience should correctly

 trees are in influencing distance of a
August 2006.
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NEUTRON PROBE

thurst (left) and Derek Clark from
lled up their sleeves and decided to install
e tubes themselves. Despite temperatures

 degrees on the day, they successfully sank
s to depths of 4 – 5mtrs through stiff,

e yellow cones that are required as part of
fety Regulations for operating radioactive
e. The neutron probe is perfectly safe, as
ply with the Method Statement and Risk
 7
LIGHTENING ROD

k threatened to call it a day if
there was any suggestion of
ning. Below we see him holding
and auger which was about 6m
s he pulled it out of the ground.

LIMATE MODELLING

hampton are modelling climate
e and have instrumented several
es in the UK to correlate SMD
es with ground movement and
ing forward, insurance claim
ers. Their findings so far suggest
t exceptionally dry and warm
mers are going to become the
 over the next 10 years or so.
August 2006.
The Neutron Probe Installation


